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1. Introduction 
Certain algorithms for calculating the Fourier coefficients of a smooth func- 
tion / (x)  (Stetter [7], Lyness [4J) require approximate values of the integrals 




~ = fl(')(~) ax=l('-~](t) -1('-1](o), s =  t, 2 . . . . .  
0 
One method for calculating these quantities can be based on the Euler- 
Maclaurin summation formula: 
dl J~-  I~] + ... + d-P- m]  
(1.2) = I o c l ] + - ~ x ~ l J +  . :  4 ~ , p - ~ p  
1 
_2(-t)p f~(~P+')~x~ ~, l -cos2~rmx 
"4- (2ztm)Zp+a.], ~ / r~p+ ~ dx 
0 
where m and p are arbitary integers and d~ are certain known constants in- 
dependent of both m and p. The term on the left is the trapezoidal rule applied 
t o / ( x )  and the final term on the right is referred to as the remainder term. 
If  the trapezoidal rule is evaluated for p + 1 distinct values of m and the 
remainder term is ignored, then (1.2) forms a set of p + t linear equations, which 
may  be solved to obtain approximations to the p + t unknowns 
l~o IJ, I~ I] ..... I~. 
The approximation to I[011 thus obtained is exactly the same as that  obtained 
by  p + t steps of Romberg integration. 
Expansions analogous to (t.2) involving displaced trapezoidal rule and com- 
binations of these may  be employed in an identical manner to determine approxi- 
mations to I s for odd s and other approximations to I s for even s. The purpose 
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of this paper is to discuss these modifications, describe Romberg-like algorithms 
for the solution of the resulting linear equations and analyze the truncation 
error which arises from ignoring the remainder term. 
2. The Basic Operators and Their Euler-Maclaurin Expansions 
The familiar end point trapezoidal quadrature rule may be described in 
operator notation by  Rt",~l / (x)  where 
± 
Rt"x]/(x) = m . ~  ~m/ 
(2.t) 
1 2 m - -  I 
= m 
' ("  
The displaced trapezoidal quadrature rule is defined by  
(2.2) R[m'~]/(x)-~--m _ [ 2 m  ' ]°~l < t .  
The superscript m defines the number of panels which are of equal length and 
the superscript ~ the relative displacement of the point for function evaluation 
from the centre of each panel. An expansion similar to (1.2) exists for the dis- 
placed trapezoidal quadrature rule. This is 
1 1 
(2.3) R [( )--z..~ m- . /  - . dX+m-~%T g ~ + l ( m x ' t , ) / l * + l ) ( x ) d x  
0 0 
where 
(2.4) t~-- 2 ' 
(2.5) c,+x(t ) = ¢(--s ,  t) Bs+, (t) s! -- (s+t)!  ' s = 0 ,  t , 2  . . . .  
and the function g~+x (x, t) which is periodic with period t is given by  
g,~+, (x, t)= [~ ( - w ,  t -  x) - ¢ ( - w ,  t)]/w! 
(2.6) = [Bw+x (t - -  x) --  Bw+ 1 (t)]/(w + t)! .  
Here ¢ (s, t) is the generalized zeta function and B s (t) the Bernoulli polynomial. 
The bars on these functions indicate the corresponding periodic functions, which 
coincide with the respective functions in the interval 0 < t < t .  The notation 
adopted for these functions is that of Abramowitz and Stegun [1 ] and properties 
of these functions listeA there will be assumed without proof. 
In this paper we are interested in four distinct operators. The first two are 
Rt'~,°]/(x) and Rtm'x]/(x),  which Stetter [71 refers to as the rectangular sum and 
the trapezoidal sum. These have expansions in which the terms in odd powers 
of m are zero (as in (1.2)) and the remainder terms of even order (w + l even) 
contain weighting functions g , + l ( m x ,  t~) which are of definite sign when con- 
sidered as a function of x. The third is the alternating trapezoidal sum 
(2.z) R~", ' ]  (1 (x) cos 2n  m x) = ½ ERt','] I (x) - Rt-,01 / (~)] 
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which has the same properties,  and the addit ional  p roper ty  tha t  the constant  
t e rm  in the  expansion is zero. Final ly  we consider the  alternating rectangular sum 
(2.8) R ~* ~' o3 ([ (x) sin 2z~ m x) = { [R C~'-½1 / (x) - -  R C~,~1 / (x)]. 
The  expansion corresponding to this opera tor  contains only odd inverse powers 
of m, and the remainder  t e rm of odd order is of definite sign. 
The  results of this paper  apply  equally to all four operators.  I t  is convenient  
to  redefine these operators  in such a way  tha t  all have  even expansions,  s ta r t ing  
with a non-zero constant  term. We define 
pt",o~/(x) = R~'~,01/(x) 
p[m,1]/(x)= R[m,x]/(x) 
(2.9) P ~ , ~ J / ( x )  - -  , ~  R~m,'~ (/(x) cos 2 ~ m  x) 
pC'~, 3j [ (x) = m R E~ ~, 0t (t (x) sin 2zlm x) .  
The expansion for each of these operators  m a y  be wri t ten in the form 
£ d~s 
PE'~ '~l / (x)= ~ J dxZ~ "~ (x) dx 
(2.1o) 0 1 
0 
where d~ ~1 and hC~;p+x /x~t are constants  and functions involving zeta  functions and 
associated functions given below and SE~a (x) s tands for [(x) or one of its deriv- 
atives. The  remainder  of this section is concerned only wi th  s tat ing expressions 
for these constants  and functions for different values of ~¢. 
For  c¢ = 0, t, 2, 3 we have  
¢c0~ (x) = CE~ (x) = / ( x )  
(2.tt) ¢E~1 (x) = f'(x) 
¢~J (x) = l'(x) 
and we define in analogy to (tA) 
(2.t2) i~1 = j d , "  dx. 
0 
The constants  d~ ~1 are given by  
d~Ot 2(-1)*+~ (-t)" 2(-t)'+~ 
- ( 2 ~ )  ~* ~ '  - ( 2 = W  ~ ( 2 s )  
2(--1)  s+:t ~ I 2(-- t)s+lp(~x 
ds [1] 
(2A3) 
ds [~]  2 ( - - t )  s t 2(- - l )s  ~.(2s + 2) 
(2=)~*+~ r ~ + ~ -  (2~)~+~ 
dis ~] 2(__l)s+x (__ l)¢,-x)/, 2(__t)s+x 
- ( 2 ~ ) ~ + ~  r ~ + ~  - ( 2 ~ ) ~ + ~  f l ( 2 s  +~). 
t* 
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(2.t4) 
where 
The functions ~(s), ~(s), 2(s) and fl(s) are tabulated in [i], pp. 811--812. Simple 
relations exist connecting the first three, which may be expressed in terms of 
Bernoulli numbers, fl (2 s + t) may be expressed simply in terms of Euler numbers. 
The functions 1,[~] (x) are the appropriate linear combinations of gw+l (x, t) " * p + x  , 
with t = 0, ¼, ~, ~, 1. These functions are periodic with period 1. The Fourier 
expansion of [~] x hp+x( ) is given by 
h~ l+* (x ) -  (2=) 'p+'  ~ , 'p+* 
r = l  
(2.~5) 
It  follows from (2A0) directly that 
1 
N tol = ( _  t) '+" 
Nr[1] = --  t 
N, [~3 = O 
S r + l  
N, [3] -- (--t)r+l/2ze(2r + t) .  
2r+l -- 
d~+~x is the mean value of hp[~+]l(X), that  is 
(2.16) zt~l _ ~p+l-- of h~+J1 (m :,) dx for any integer m. 
In the following sections, we suppress the superscript [~] in equations which 
are valid for a = O, t ,  2, 3- 
3, The Algorithm 
In this section we derive an algorithm for determining approximations to 
d[~]I [~] using the procedure outlined in the introduction. Throughout the rest 
$ 25  
of this paper we suppose that  we have a fixed set of distinct integers, the mesh 
ratios 
(3.t) too, ml, m~ . . . . .  
and that we are dealing with a single operator p[m,~], this being one of the operators 
defined in (2.9) and satisfying an Euler-Maclaurin expansion of type (2.t0). We 
suppose that  P['~'~]/(x) has been evaluated numerically for m =  ink, mk+l . . . . .  m~+p 
and we define 
(3.2) Tj, o,o = pc~,~,~ / ( . ) .  
The Euler-Maclaurin expansion (2.t0) has the form 
1 
(3.3) T,. o o= ~ a , I .  ~ f a,~+, ,, ,_~ my, + E , p - ~ . h ~ + ' ( " ; * ) ~  ¢(~)a~ 
O 
An approximation to dsI2, may be obtained by  solving the set of p + t  linear 
equations obtained by  setting / = k , k + t  . . . . .  k + p  in (3-3) and ignoring the 
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remainder term. This approximation Tk, p, s is defined by  
Tk'p,s = T j o o ,  i = k , k + l ,  (3.4) - - - -  . . . ,  k + p. 
s~O ~ S  ~ 
The quantities Tk, p,o corresponding to the operator with 0~ = 1, the trapezoidal 
rule are precisely the quantities T gkl discussed in Bauer, Rutishauser and Stiefel 
E2] and in Butirsch [3]- These are higher order approximations to I o which occur 
in the (p + Q-th column of the Romberg Table. The quantities Tk, ~,, which are 
approximations to d , I~ ,  form a three-dimensional array. This is a natural  gen- 
eralization of the Romberg Table, and we derive below an algorithm with which 
elements of this three-dimensional table may be calculated from neighboring 
elements. 
The coefficient matrix A Ik,pJ of (3.4) is of course a ( p + l ) × ( p + t )  van der 
Monde matrix whose elements are given by 
(3-5) (AE~,P])~,i = (a~+J,  i, i = O, 1 . . . . .  p .  
Here we have defined for convenience 
t 
(3.6) a i - -  2 .  
m i 
An effective algorithm for solving such a system, which is a natural generalization 
of the Neville algorithm is discussed in Lyness and Moler [5]. In terms of the 
present notation, this algorithm may  be written: 
Algori thm (3.7) 
T~,o,o= PC'~k,~l/(x), k - -O,  t . . . . .  
Tk,p, s = ak+p Tk, p - l , ,  --  a~ T~+l,p-l,s +T~+x , p - l . s - x - -  Tk, p - l , s - x  
p = 1 , 2  . . . . .  s = o ,  t , 2  . . . . .  p 
where we define 
Tk, p , , = 0 ,  s < 0  or s > p .  
We note that  if s = 0, this is the conventional Romberg Algorithm. We also 
note that  if approximations to Io, 12 . . . . .  I2q only are required, only Tk, ~,, for 
s ~ q need be calculated. 
4. The  T r u n c a t i o n  Error  
In this section we establish certain rather general results concerning the error 
caused by ignoring the remainder term. We refer to this error T~,p , s - -ds I~ ,  as 
the truncation error. In order to do this it is convenient to derive certain results 
of an algebraic nature concerning the inverse of the van der Monde matr ix  (3.5) 
and the elementary symmetric functions of ak, a~+t . . . . .  a~+p. 
The elements of the matrix/'C~,~] which is inverse to At~,Pl are denoted by  
(4.t) (Ftk'P])i, i ----,uk, p, i, i÷k" 
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These have simple expressions in terms of the elements of A t*,pl but we do not 
require these expressions here. Since I ' A  = I ,  it follows that  
~ + p  
(4.2) ~./*,,#,i, la{=Si,  i, i , / = 0 ,  t . . . . .  p 
l = k  
where 6~,i is the Kronecker Delta. This equation is used many  times throughout 
the rest of this paper. The solution of the set of linear equations (3.4) may be 
written 
k + #  
(4.3) Tk,p,,= ~ ~,p,~,~.Ti,0,o, s = 0 , ~  . . . . .  p. 
The elementary symmetric functions ak, p,z of the numbers a k, ah+ 1 . . . . .  ak+p 
may  be defined as the coefficients of the monic polynomial which has roots 
--ak,  - -  ak+~, . . . ,  - -  ak+p. More precisely 
k + p  p + l  
(4.4) I I  ( y - - a , ) ~  ~. ak, p, i y~( - - t )  i+p+x. 
t = k  i = o  
In particular 
(4.5) 
O'k, p, p + l  : t 
ak, p,p : ak + ak+l + "'" + a~+p 
(Yk, p, 0 ~ ak a k + l  • • • ak+p" 
A property of these numbers which we require later is that  as a i >  0, 
ak, p , ,>  0. 
These functions have a simple expression in terms of the elements of the cor- 
responding van der Monde matr ix  and its inverse. This expression, (4.8) below, 
is classical in nature. A brief derivation is included here. The identity (4.4) may  
be written in the form 
p 
(4.6) y~+l__ ( _ t ) p  ~ (_ t ) j ak ,  p, iy j ,  y = a ,  . . . . .  a,+p. 
We denote by  a and x the column vectors whose i-th dements  are (--t)Jak, p,j 
and (--l)P(ak+j) p+I respectively, /" running from 0 to p. Abbreviating the ap- 
propriate van der Monde matr ix  (3-5) and its inverse (4. t) by A and F respectively, 
it follows from (4.6) tha t  
(4.7) A a ----- x. 
Since F A  = I,  this may  be solved in the form a = F x  which is expressed in com- 
ponents by  the relations 
k + p  
(4.8) ah, p,s = ( - - t )  *+p ~, /~k,p,,,zaf +1. 
This relation is used later in this section. 
We are now in a position to prove two theorems about the truncation error. 
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Theorem 1. 
1 




( 4 . t  O) b,, p,s (X) = ~, ['gk, p, s, ~ tl~+l hp+x ($I¢~ X). 
Here q~Cql (x) stands for the q-th derivative of $ (x), which is defined in (2.t I) and 
is either/(x),  if(x) or ]"(x) depending on which of the four values of c~ is under 
consideration. 
Proo[. The Euler-Maclaurin expansion may be written 
p 1 
(4.tl) T,,o,o= Y ÷1 fhp+lImjx)¢   +  (x)dx. 
I=0 0 
Using (4.3) above, we find 
k+p p 1 k+p 
Izk, p, ~, ja~ ht,+t (mi x) (4.t2) T~,p,s= 2 tik,t,,~,i ~odff2,a~'+ / Z #+x dpiz#+~,(x)dx. 
i=k i=l* 
The double summation on the right hand side simplifies to d,I~, by the application 
of identity (4.2). The factor of ~b 12#+~1 (x) in the integral is by definition (4.t0) 
simply bk, p, * (x). Consequently (4.t2) reduces to (4.9) and Theorem t follows. 
Theorem 2. If the function b~,#, s (x) defined by (4.10) is of constant sigr~, then 
(4.13) Z,p, , - -d ,  I2, = (-- l)P+'+lak, p,, dp+t $~P+21 (*) 
for some ~ satisfying 
(4.t4) 0__~__<t. 
Proo[. Using the mean value theorem 
1 1 
(4A 5) f bk, p,, (x) $¢~P+*t (x) dx = f bk, p,s (x) dx $~2p+,.~ (~). 
0 0 
Since, by (2A6) 
1 
(4A6) f hp+t (m x) dx = dp+ t 
0 
it follows using definition (4A0) and identity (4.8) that 
1 k+p 1 
(4A7) o j=~ o 
= ak, p,s dp+l ( - -  t )  p + ' + I "  
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem I using (4.t 5) and (4A7). 
Theorem 2 expresses the truncation error in a remarkably simple form, in 
spite of the rather lengthy derivation. In general the value of $Czp+~)(~) is un- 
known, but depends only on the function/(x) and the particular operator P[~',~] 
being used. The value of dp+ t is a constant, related in a simple manner to the 
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Bernoulli or Euler numbers, given by (2A3). The constant a~,p,~ depends only 
on the mesh ratios m,, mk+t . . . . .  ink+ p and is the s-th symmetric function of 
the squares of their inverses, given by (4.4) or (4,5). 
The difficulty in applying Theorem 2 lies in assuring oneself that the function 
b~,p,, (x) is of definite sign. The remainder of this paper is devoted to showing 
this in certain cases. This is determined by the choice of mesh ratios and the 
choice of operator pE,~,~. In the case of the trapezoidal rule 0~= ~ and mesh 
ratios rni= 2 i Bauer, Rutishauser and Stiefel [2] have shown that  bk, p.o(X) (in 
their notation 4 -(p+I) *b~+~ (2*x)) is of definite sign. In the case of the trapezoidal 
rule a = t  and mesh ratios rni---i+t.  Bulirsch [3] has shown that  bo,~,o(X ) (in 
his notation (-- ~)~S,~+~(x)) is of definite sign. In Section 6 we adapt the method 
given in Bulirsch [3] to show that for ~ = 0 ,  ~, 2, 3 and mesh ratios m~=i+1 ,  
the functions bo,~,~(x ) are of constant sign. Corresponding questions for other 
mesh ratios, operators and choices of k, p, and s remain unanswered, except tha t  
Bulirsch [3] has also shown that  for ~ = 1  and m~=i +~, the function bt,~,o(x ) 
is not of constant sign. 
5. General Properties of bk, p , ,  (x) 
Before restricting our attention to a particular set of mesh ratios, we briefly 
discuss the nature of the function b~,~,s(x). This has analogous properties for 
each operator ~ = 0, t ,  2, 3 and we confine the detailed discussion to the case 
= 3, stating the generalization to other values of 0c when appropriate. 
Following the definition of hp+ 1 (x) in Section 2 we find successively that 
1 t 3 
t - 1 m - - B  1 B 3 m 3 
, [ ( ' )  (, )] 2*~+,(2p+2)t E~p+2 ~ --E~p+~ - -2rex  
= . -2- 
where we have used (2.6) and standard relations between the Bernoulli and Euler 
E 1 x) is polynomial polynomials. The periodic Euler polynomial 2p+~ (~ -- 2m a 
spline function. This has " jo in t s"  at values of x for which ~ - -2 rex  is an integer. 
At these points the function and its first 2p + t derivatives are continuous, but  
there is a discontinuity in its (2p + 2)-th derivative, Between neighboring joints 
the function is a polynomial of degree 2p + 2  in x. These joints occur at the 
2 n + I  (n = 0, t ,  2 . . . .  ) which are precisely the points at which function points x = 4 ~  
evaluations are required to calculate pE,,,3]] (x). 
The function bk, p,, (x) is a linear combination of different functions hp+ 1 (m i x), 
m i taking values ink, m,+l, . . . ,  ink+p, given by  
k+p 
(S.2) b~,p,,(x) = j=h ~ ~k'P's'ia~P+X hP+t (mi x) " 
Using simple properties of the van der Monde matrix it may be shown that  none 
of the coefficients of hp+t(rajx) are zero. Consequently we are able to state the 
following theorem; 
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Theorem 3. The function b~,s(X)  is a spline polynomial of degree d. Joints  
occur at each value of x for which any  of the p + t  operators pCr~'~l/(x) ~ =  
k, k + 1 . . . . .  k +/5 require function evaluation. At  these points, b~,~,$ (x) together 
with its first d - - t  derivatives are continuous, bu t  its d-th derivative is no t  
continuous. Here d = 2p + 2  (~ = 0, t,  3) and d ----- 2p + 4  (~ = 2). 
In  principle (5.2) and (5A) constitute a method for calculating individual 
values of b~, p, s (x) in terms of tabula ted functions. Such expressions seem to be 
too involved to be useful in any  analytical  a t t empt  to show tha t  b~.p,~(x) is of 
definite sign. 
However,  a relatively simple expression results if we restrict our a t tent ion 
to the domain of x between the end of the interval  and the nearest joint. This 
is because, in this interval E2p+2 (½ --  2msx) coincides with E2t,+ 2 (~ -- 2 m i x  ) for 
all m i. We use the s tandard  expansion 
(5.3) E~p+9({)--E2t ,+2(-~-+Zmx)= ~ffio~ 2t 
Substi tuting this into (SA), substi tuting (5.1) into (5.2) and remembering tha t  
aj = 1/m~, we find 
~ . t : l . ~ 2 p + ~ - ~ t  [ k + p  ] 
~,t~,,----t~=o 2~t+z(2p+2--21)l tzk, P,s, jaJ ' 
where xk, p, the location of the first point for function evaluation, is 
t 
(5.5) "xk, p = 4  max m i • 
~<i<k+p 
In  view of (4.2), the expression in square brackets m a y  be replaced by Os, Z and 
subsequently the sum over l m ay  be replaced by  the term having l = s. Since 
( 5 . 6 )  E 2 s  ( ~ )  = 2 - 3 5  E ~ s  
we find 
(5.7) b~,p,s(x) ~-~ - -  24s+~(2p+2_2s)! (2s)! ' 
The point  of interest about  this result is tha t  it depends upon k and p and the 
max imum mesh ratio, but  is independent  of all the other mesh ratios. 
We state this result and the corresponding result for m = 0. 
Theorem 4. If  x ~  is the point for function evaluation nearest the origin 
required in the calculation of Tk, p, s then 
- -  vp, s "~ , X ~--- "~k, p 
where 
c EO] - -  - -  (t - -  2 x-'*) B2s/((2P + 2 - -  2s) l (2s)!) 
c Eal --  --  E~,/(4 2'+x (2p + 2 --  2s) V (2s)t). ~ $ - -  
Part icular  examples of this m a y  be used in the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5 in 
Section 6. 
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6. The Functions b0,p, . (x) Corresponding to r o t =  i + 1 
In  this section we deal exclusively with the mesh ratios 
(6.1) m ~ = i + t ,  i : o ,  t , 2  . . . . .  
(6.2) ai = t1(i + t) z. 
Romberg integration is traditionally carried out using mesh ratios m i =  2 i, 
i = 0, t ,  2 . . . . .  This results in a rapid growth of the number of function evalua- 
tions. Significantly fewer evaluations are required to achieve comparative trunca- 
tion error if mesh ratios m~= i + t, i = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  are used. However, as Bauer, 
et al. [2] point out, Romberg integration with these mesh ratios can be numerically 
unstable; that  is, round off errors in the first column of the table are amplified 
in later columns. 
Although this instability is often apparent in practice, it is not excessive in 
the first few columns. I t  is a simple mat ter  to estimate an upper bound on the 
error due to the instability in any column and this may be less than the tolerance 
required. If  not, higher precision arithmetic may  be used, its cost being offset 
by  the smaller number of function evaluations required. 
In the application to the computation of Fourier coefficients [4], the operators 
pt~,~l play a dual role. They are used both directly as terms in certain asymptotic 
expansions and indirectly in the approximation of I s as described here. In the 
former role they are required for all m = 4, 2, 3 . . . .  and it is natural to consider 
using the same values in the later role. 
The results of this section apply to the function b0,p,s (x) and consequently 
give information relating to the "ma in  diagonal plane" terms of the three di- 
mensional Romberg Table. We prove the following Theorem. 
Theorem 5. For r a i = i + t  and c¢ = 0 ,  4, 2, 3 the functions bo, p,~(x) are all of 
definite sign. 
The proof of this theorem is lengthy and we divide it up into several Lemmas. 
L e m m a  1. 
p+l ~]  (6.3) bo, p,,(x) = 2 ( _  t)~+x ~,  4q((q-- t) !) 2 N, sin2q=zrx 
q=t 2ql cr°'q-z's-p-l+qr=x (2~r)aP+~ 
where ao, l,m (0 ~ m  <--l + t )  are the elementary symmetric functions defined 
by  (4.4), 
Cro, _1,o m-~ t 
(6.4) 
a0,t,m = 0, m < 0 ,  
and the number  N, which depends on the operator is given by  (2.15). 
If  we substitute expression (2.t4) for hp+x(mjx ) into the definition (4.t0) 
of bo, p,s(x ) we find 
O0 
(6.5) bo, p,s(x) = --4 ~, N, ~, (_~)PlZo, p,~,ia~+Xsin2z~rmix 
• - x  (2nr)SP+2 i=o  
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where the interchange in the  order of the summat ion  operators  is valid. We now 
consider relation (4.4) in the case k = 0, p = q - -  2 and y = t /mL Using the values 
of a i and mi given in (6A) and (6.2), a rearrangement  of this Eq. (4.4) gives 
(6.6) 
¢--2 q--1 
,__H ° ( , , , s_ . . : )=  ( (q_  ° 
If  m is an integer, less than  or equal to p + t ,  sin~mO m a y  be expressed as 
a polynomial  of degree p + ! or less in sinS0. This formula m a y  be wri t ten 
p + l  
(6.7) s i n S m 0 =  ~ (--t)q - I  4q 2 2q! (ms - -  0~) (rag' - -  t z) "'" (m~ - -  (q - -  1)~) sinZq 0. 
q = l  
We m a y  subst i tute  into (6.7) expression (6.6) for the main par t  of each te rm in 
the sum. We m a y  set O = ~ r x  in (6.7) and subst i tute  for sinS:~rmix in (6.5). 
This  gives 
oo N, # p+x q-x 
(6.8) bo,,,,(x) = - - 2 = ~  1= (2nr), ,+x i=0 ~ '  ,=1 ~ ,=0 ~ '  ( - - , ) ¢ - ' 4 q ( ( q - 0  t ) ' 2 !  s in 'qz~rx 
• /~0 ,p ,~ , ja~+l -~+~o,q_~ a ( - t )  ~. 
This expression can be simplified. Since p + 1 - - q  + l  necessarily lies between 0 
and p we m a y  use (4.2) to replace the sum over  ] and the two terms which in- 
volve the suffix ] b y  6,~,p+t-q+z. This factor reduces the sum over  l to the single 
t e rm obtained by  sett ing l = s  + q - - p - - t .  After introducing these simplications 
the  expression on the r ight  hand  side of (6.8) reduces to  the expression on the 
right hand  side of (6.3), which establishes L e m m a  i.  
We see tha t  apar t  f rom the sum over  r, the sign of each te rm in (6.3) is 
known. (The quanti t ies ao, l,,~ being the e lementary  symmetr ic  functions of the 
posit ive numbers  a o, a I . . . . .  a~ are all positive.) Thus  if the  expressions 
[~] x 
NCr~Isin~q ~z r x 
(6.9) Sp+~,q( ) = _ _  (2~r)ZP+~ ' q = t , 2  . . . . .  p + l  
t ' = l  
were of definite sign for all x, this sign being the same for all q, then it would 
follow f rom (6.3) t ha t  bEo~,~(x) is of definite sign. 
Lemma 2. 
(6.t0) S~l~+l,q(x) G O, q = 1, 2 . . . . .  p + 1, 
(6. t t )  S~l ,q (x )  :> O, q = t , 2  . . . . .  p + l .  
Proof. From the list of values of N} ~1 in (2.15) we see tha t  N, tl~-_ 0 (and N, ~*~ > 0) 
for all r. Thus  S ~ ( x )  is s imply the  sum of negat ive (or positive) te rms and is 
accordingly of the indicated definite sign. 
Lemma 3. 
SE°1 t x ~ 0 ,  q = t ,  2, p 
p + l , q ~  / -- " " " ' " 
t 2 J . N .  Lyness and C. B. Moler: 
(6.t2) 
Proo/. Using s tandard  elementary manipulation, it follows tha t  
S [°] ¢x~ ~, (-l)r-Xsin*q(~rx) 
p+Lq~ J = (2z~r)ZP+* 
__ ~ sin2q(z~rx) ~ sin*q(z~rx) 
- -  =t (2zcr)'P+' 2 e ~ v ~ n ~  
_ _  ~. sin'q(~rx) 2 ~, sin'q(2:~rx) 
- -  r=t (2~r)*P+* 22P+ a (2~rr)*P+* r = l  
__ ~,sinZq(~rx) { 1 } 
- - r = l  (2~r)SP+s t 2 , P + l _ 2 q  COS $q (YI:t'X) " 
Since q<=p, this is the sum of positive terms. This establishes Lemma 3. 
L e m m a  4*.  
co ,_1 ( sin z~r x),p+~ 
(6.13) S[p°+]l,p+l(x ) = ~ ( - - t )  ~ ~ 0. 
L e m m a  5*.  
(6.t4) S Eal (x~ ~, (--t)(r+l)l*sin2q~rx 
p + l , q ~  I = (2z~ r)*P+* ~ 0 ,  q = t , 2  . . . . .  p + t .  
odd r 
Lemmas 2- -5  taken together show tha t  the sum S [~l /x~ which occurs in p + l , q ~  ! 
(6.3) is of the same sign for all x and q. Since the other terms in (6.3) are of 
definite sign, it follows tha t  bo, p,~ (x) is of definite sign and tha t  Theorem 5 is valid. 
7. Conclusion 
In  the original presentation of the application of the Neville algori thm to nu- 
merical quadrature,  Romberg E6] confined his at tent ion to the trapezoidal rules 
R[~,l]/(x) using mesh ratios m i = t, 2, 4, 8 . . . .  to evaluate approximations to  the 
integral I](x). A full discussion of Romberg Integrat ion is given b y  Bauer, Rutis-  
hauser and Stiefel [2] who obtain an expression for the t runcat ion error in the 
s tandard  form 
(7.t) T~kl--I/(x)----c,,p/tzP+*l(~), 0<--_2<=!. 
Bulirsch discusses the generalization of the algorithm to take into account  
an arbi t rary  choice of mesh ratios mi. He also obtains results corresponding to 
(7.t) for two part icular  sets of mesh ratios, m i =  i + t and m i =  3 × 2(i-1)1~ (i odd), 
m i = 2 (i+2)/2 (i even). 
In  this paper we make further generalizations. These include replacing the 
operator R ['n'x] by  any  linear combination of off set trapezoidal rules which have 
an even expansion in inverse powers of m; also we consider the calculation of 
* The author's own proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5 are correct but inelegant. Conse- 
quently Lemma 4 was submitted as a problem to SIAM Review (9, April t967, 
problem 67-6, page 250). The solution published, SIAM Review 10, pp. 226--7 is 
elegant but incorrect. Subsequently Dr. R. Askey has pointed out to the authors 
an elegant and correct proof based on Tur~tn's Theorem. This will be included in 
work to be published by Dr. Askey and Dr. J. Fitch. 
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the  integrals  of der iva t ives  of /(x) such as IfSl(x). The Neville a lgor i thm is 
ex t ended  to calculate  these quant i t ies  for any  choice of mesh rat ios.  
We also consider the  t runca t ion  error. In  the  case of four simple operators  
we show tha t  the  error corresponding to the  mesh ra t io  choice m~ = i + t is of 
the  form (7.t) above.  
One feature of these results  is t ha t  the problem is simple to  pose and  the 
resul t  is simple to  state.  The in tervening proof is lengthy  and arduous though 
i t  involves  only e lementa ry  analysis.  These proofs do not  seem to generalize in 
any  obvious way to similar re la ted  problems. 
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